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QUESTION 1

You have executed the vxdg -g diskgroup adddisk disk_name= command. 

Which switch needs to be added to force VxVM to take the disk media name of the failed disk and assign it to the new
replacement disk? 

A. -force 

B. -k 

C. -f 

D. -assign 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You are working with the Storage Foundation Intelligent Storage Provisioning feature, to create a new mirrored volume.
To prevent system failure, you want to ensure that you are able to perform a recovery of mirrored volumes in minimum
response time. 

What should you do? 

A. Create a Dirty Region Log. 

B. Create a Data Change Map log. 

C. Create a RAID-5 log. 

D. Create a Snap object log. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which response rule action will be ignored when using an Exact Data Matching (EDM) policy? 

A. Network Prevent: Remove HTTP/HTTPS Content 

B. All: Send Email Notification 

C. Network Protect: Copy File 

D. Endpoint Prevent: Notify 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

You need to mirror an existing volume named mirvol1. You need to achieve the following goals: 

Mirror mirvol1: Should be a single mirror to the existing volume using disk mydg01: 

Synchronization must take place in the background: To meet the required goal, you execute the following command: 

vxassist -g mydg -b make mirror mirvol1 \ use_storage=\\' "DM"="mydg01" 

Which of the defined goals have been met? 

A. All goals have been met. 

B. Only the first goal has been met. 

C. Only first and second goals have been met. 

D. Only first and third goals have been met. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which automated response action can be performed for data loss incidents caused by confidential data found on
Windows shares? 

A. Block Message 

B. Quarantine File 

C. User Cancel 

D. Notify User 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

An incorrectable I/O error has occurred on a RAID volume due to a disk failure that caused the data on the disk to
become unavailable. For the RAID volume, the subdisk becomes unavailable and is considered stale and detached.
What is the RAID level in the volume in this situation? 

A. 0 

B. 2 

C. 4 

D. 5 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 7

You have replaced disks on a system under the VxVM control and you get an error "VxVM vxconfigrestore ERROR
V-5-1-6012 There are two backups that have the same disk group name with different disk group id". How will you
resolve this error? 

A. Delete the backup file, in dginfo, /etc/vx/cbr/bk/diskgroup. dgid/ dgid.dginfo. 

B. Rename one of the disk groups. 

C. Specify the disk group by its name rather than by its ID. 

D. Specify the disk group by its ID rather than by its name. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

You want to rename a boot disk group because it contains volumes that are in use by mounted file systems. Before you
rename, you want to unencapsulate the root disk. 

Which command is used to unencapsulate the root disk? 

A. Vxvol 

B. Vxroot 

C. Vxunroot 

D. Vxmirror 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

An administrator is applying a newly created agent configuration to an Endpoint server. Upon inspection, the new
configuration is unassigned in the Endpoint Server Details. 

What is a possible cause for the new configuration failing to be assigned? 

A. the system default settings were saved to the new agent configuration 

B. the server that the new agent configuration was applied to needs to be recycled 

C. the new agent configuration was saved without applying it to the Endpoint server 

D. the new agent configuration was copied and modified from the default agent configuration 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 10

The DLP services on an Endpoint Server keep stopping. The only events displayed in the Enforce UI are that the server
processes have stopped. What is the first step the administrator should take to keep the services on the Endpoint server
running? 

A. perform a complete uninstall and reinstall of the Product 

B. install malware detection software on the server 

C. remove the Endpoint server from the UI and add it again 

D. exclude the DLP directories from any scheduled or real-time virus scanning 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

When you are working on Veritas Storage Foundation for Oracle, the vxdbd daemon reports an error:
"VXDBA_PRODUCT exec_remote ERROR V-81-7700 Can not connect to the vxdbd". You must resolve this error with
minimum administrative effort. 

What should you do? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Select two.) 

A. Define a HOME directory for the vxdbd daemon. 

B. Restart the vxdbd daemon. 

C. Change the port of VXDBD_SOCKET and restart the vxdbd daemon. 

D. Restart the Veritas Storage Foundation for Oracle server. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 12

Which is the correct installation sequence? 

A. Enforce > Oracle > detection server > Solution pack 

B. Oracle > Enforce > Solution pack > detection server 

C. Oracle > Enforce > detection server > Solution pack 

D. Enforce > Oracle > Solution pack > detection server 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

What is the most efficient method for designing filters to remove unwanted traffic? 
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A. policy-based exceptions 

B. IP-based filtering per protocol 

C. L7 filtering per protocol 

D. sampling per protocol 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

A Network Monitor server has been installed and the networking components configured accordingly. The server is
receiving traffic, but fails to detect incidents. Running Wireshark indicates that the desired traffic is reaching the
detection server. 

What is the most likely cause for this behavior? 

A. The mirrored port is sending corrupted packets. 

B. The wrong interface is selected in the configuration. 

C. The configuration is set to process GET requests. 

D. The communication to the database server is interrupted. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

You need to provide storage space for database application, including permanent data, temporary space, and activity
log data. You need to ensure that the storage space that you provide offers data protection against disk failures. Which
storage techniques will you use? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Select two.) 

A. Concatenated 

B. RAID-0 

C. RAID-1 

D. RAID-5 

E. RAID-1+0 

Correct Answer: CD 
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